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Abstract. Joux [10] presented a one round protocol for tripartitie key agreement

and Al-Riyami et.al. [15] developed a number of tripartitie, one round, authen-

ticated protocols related to MTI and MQV protocols. Recently, Boneh and Sil-

verleg [4] studied multilinear forms, which provides a one round multi-party key

agreement protocol. In this paper, we propose (n + 1) types of one round authen-

ticated multi-party key agreement protocols from multilinear forms based on the

application of MTI and MQV protocols.
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1 Introduction

A number of two party key agreement protocols( [13], [16]) have been proposed

ever since the famous Diffie-Hellman protocol [9] was first proposed. The situation

where three or more parties share a secrete key, which is often called conference key-

ing( [8], [13]), is getting more important as group communications grow up on open

network. There have been many attempts to extend the well known Diffie-Hellman

key exchange protocol to the multi-party setting ( [1], [2], [3], [8], [11], [17]). In

2000, Joux [10] presented a one round tripartitie key agreement protocol. However

Joux’s protocol is unauthenticated and suffers from man-in-the-middle attacks.

Al-Riyami et.al. [15] proposed one round authenticated key agrement protocols

for three parties which is based on the ideas from Joux’s protocol and MTI [14]
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and MQV [12] protocols. Recently, Boneh and Silverberg [4] studied the problem

of finding efficiently computable non-degenerate multilinear maps and presented

several applications to cryptography using multilinear forms. The efficiently com-

putable multilinear forms would enable one round multi-party key exchange, a

unique signature scheme and secure broadcast encryption with very short broad-

casts. However, the one round multi-party key agreement protocol from multilin-

ear forms is unauthenticated, and hence is subject to a classic man-in-the-middle

attacks like Joux’s protocol. In this paper, we propose one round multi-party

authenticated key agreement protocols using multilinear forms based on the ap-

plication of MTI and MQV protocols. The security analysis of our protocol is ad

hoc and therefore the statements about security can be termed heuristic. This

paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we discuss security goals and perfor-

mance attributes of key agreement protocols. In section 3, we introduce a one

round multi-party key agreement protocol from multilinear forms, and give the

obvious attacks on the protocol. In section 4, we present one round authenticated

key agreement protocols for multi-parties. These protocols are developed from the

multi-party key agreement protocol using multilinear forms and the application of

MTI and MQV protocols. In section 5, we analyze a number of attacks on our

protocols and show how they can be prevented. We also compare the security and

efficiency of our protocols. In the final section, we conclude and suggest the future

works to develop our protocols based on provable security.

2 Protocol Goals and Attributes

We discuss various security goals and performance attributes that one may wish

a key agreement protocol to possess. The following definitions come from the

references ( [1], [15], [16]).

There are two types of attack : One is passive attack, where an adversary at-

tempts to defeat a cryptographic technique by simply recording data and therefore

analyzing it. The other is active attack, where an adversary additionally subverts

the communications themselves in any possible : by injecting messages, intercept-

ing messages, replaying messages, altering messages, and the like.

Now we present concrete security goals for protocols. The fundamental security

goals described below are considered to be vital in any application. The other
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security and performance attributes are important in some environments, but less
important in others.

(1) Fundamental security goals

(i) Key authentication. In some of the literature, key authentication may imply

implicit authentication or explicit authentication. The difference is that implicit

key authentication to entity A implies that only B may be able to compute a

particular key, while explicit key authentication to entity A implies that only B

has the ability to compute a particular key and has actually done so.

(ii) Key confirmation. Key confirmation to entity A is the assurance that entity
B has actually computed the shared session key K.

A key agreement protocol which provides implicit key authentication to both

participating entities is called an authenticated key agreement protocol, while one

providing explicit key agreement with key confirmation protocol.

(2) Other desirable security attributes

A number of desirable attributes of key agreement protocols have also been

identified by the followings.

(i) Known session key security. A protocol is called known session key secure if it

still achieves its goal in the face of an adversary who has learned some previous
session keys.

(ii) (Perfect) forward secrecy. A protocol is forward secrecy if, when the long-term

secrets of one or more entities are compromised, the secrecy of previous session

keys is not affected. Perfect forward secrecy refers to the scenario when the private
keys of all the participating entities are compromised.

(iii) No key-compromise impersonation. Suppose A’s long-term private key is dis-

closed. Clearly an adversary that knows this value can impersonate A in any

protocol. We say that a protocol resists key-compromise impersonation when this
loss does not enable an adversary to impersonate other entities as well.

(iv) No unknown key-share. In an unknown key share attack, an adversary con-

vinces a group of entities that they share a key with the adversary, whereas in fact

the key is shared between the group and another party.
(v) No key control. A protocol is no key control if for any participant (or an

adversary) can not control or predict the value of the session key.
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(3) Desirable performance attributes

These attributes include :

(i) Number of message exchanges (passes) required between entities ;

(ii) Bandwidth required by messages (total number of bits transmitted) ;

(iii) Complexity of computation by each entity (as it affects execution time) ; and

(iv) Possibility of pre-computation to reduce on-line computational complexity.

Also the protocol is called role symmetry if the messages transmitted have the

same structure and non-interactive if the messages transmitted between the two

entities are independent of each other.

3 A one round multi-party key agreement using multilinear forms

In this section, we introduce multilinear forms and a multi-party key agreement

protocol based on the multilinear form. We also consider man-in-the-middle attack

on the protocol.

3.1 Multi-linear forms

Let G1, G2 be two groups of the same prime order. We say that a map en : Gn
1 →

G2 is an n-multilinear map if it satisfies the following properties:

(i) If a1, a2, · · · , an ∈ Z and x1, x2, · · · , xn ∈ G1, then

en(xa1
1 , · · · , xan

n ) = en(x1, · · · , xn)a1···an .

(ii) The map en is non-degenerate in the following sense: if g ∈ G1 is a generator

of G1 then en(g, · · · , g) is a generator of G2.

The efficiently computable multilinear forms would enable secure broadcast en-

cryption with very short broadcasts and private keys, a unique signature scheme,

and one round multi-party key exchange. Refer to [4] for more detailed applications

to the cryptography using multilinear forms.

The multilinear Diffie-Hellman problem (MDHP) The multilinear Diffie-

Hellman problem says that given g, ga1 , · · · , gan in G1, compute en(g, · · · , g)a1···an

in G2.

The multilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption means the multilinear Diffie-Hellman

problem is hard.
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3.2 Multi-party key agreement protocol

Boneh and Silverberg proposed a simple and elegant one round key agreement

protocol using multilinear forms in which the secret session key for n-parties could

be created using just one broadcast per entity. Now we introduce the one round

multiparty Diffie-Hellman key exchange scheme based on multilinear forms [4].

I. A one-round n-party key exchange protocol (n > 2)

Setup : Let G1, G2 be finite cyclic groups of the same prime order p and g be a

generator of G1. Let A1, · · · , An be n-participants who want to share a common

secret information. Let en−1 : Gn−1
1 → G2 be an (n− 1)-multilinear map.

Publish : Each participants Ai pick a uniformly random integer ai ∈ [1, p − 1]

and computes gai ∈ G1. Each Ai broadcasts gai to all others and keeps ai secret.

Key generation : Each Ai computes the conference key Ki as follows:

Ki = en−1(ga1 , · · · , gai−1 , gai+1 , · · · , gan)ai

= en−1(g, · · · , g)a1···an ∈ G2.

Therefore all n-participants obtain the same conference key K = Ki for all i =

1, · · · , n. ¤

The security of this protocol is based on the hardness of the multilinear Diffie-

Hellman problem. More precisely, the session key should be derived by applying

a suitable key derivation function to the quantity e(g, · · · , g)a1···an . For otherwise,

an attacker might be able to get partial information about session keys even if the

MDHP is hard. It is known that the MDHP is no harder than the computational

Diffie-Hellman problems in either G1 or G2.

3.3 Man-in-the-Middle Attack on the protocol I

Just like Joux’s protocol based on pairing maps, the protocol I is subject to a

classic man-in-the-middle-attack.

Suppose an adversary D is able to intercept A1’s communications with the other

participants A2, · · · , An, impersonating A1 to the other entities and impersonating
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the other entities to A1. We write DA1 to indicate that the adversary D is imper-
sonating A1 in sending or receiving messages intended for or originating from A1.
Similarly DA2,··· ,An denotes an adversary impersonating the other entities.

Let δ1, · · · , δn ∈ [1, p−1] be random values of D’s choice. We assume A1 initiates
a run of the protocol I. The following is the man-in-the-middle attack :

1. DA2,··· ,An intercepts ga1 from A1, and DA1 forwards gδ1 to A2, · · · , An.
2. DA1 intercepts gaj from Aj , and DAj forwards gδj to A1.

At the end of this attack, D impersonating A1 has agreed a key KDA1
A2···An =

e(g, · · · , g)δ1a2···an with other Aj ’s, j 6= 1, while D impersonating the other entities
Aj ’s, j 6= 1 has agreed a second key KA1DA2···An

= e(g, · · · , g)a1δ1···δn with A1. If
these keys are used to encrypt subsequent communications, then D, by appropri-
ately decrypting and re-encrypting messages, can continue his masquerade as A1

to Aj ’s, j 6= 1 and Aj ’s to A1. Now D can share a separate session key with each
user and can masquerades any entity to any other entity.

4 One round multi-party authenticated key agreement protocols

The one round multi-party key agreement protocol I is established via just one
round broadcast per entity. However this protocol is not authenticated. In this
section we present authenticated multi-party key agreement protocols. Our proto-
cols are generalizations of the MTI family of protocols and the MQV protocol to
the setting of multilinear forms. We present a single protocol with n + 1 different
methods for deriving a session key. These different derivations result in proto-
cols with slightly different security attributes, and we examine these in detail. A
summary is given in Table 1.

As with the MTI protocols, a certification authority (CA) is used in the initial
set-up stage to provide certificates which bind user’s identities to long-term keys.
The certificate for entity Ai will be of the form :

CetAi = (IAi‖µAi‖g‖SCA(IAi‖µAi‖g)).

Here IAi denotes the identity string of Ai, ‖ denotes the concatenation of data
items, and SCA denotes the CA’s signature. Entity Ai’s long-term public key is
µAi = gxi , where xi ∈ Z∗p is the long-term secret key of Ai. Element g is the public
value and is induced in order to specify which element is used to construct µAi

and the short term public values.
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II. Multi-party authenticated key agreement protocols (MAK) (n > 2)

Setup : Let G1, G2 be finite cyclic groups of the same prime order p and g be a

generator of G1. Let A1, · · · , An be n-participants who want to share a common

secret information. Let en−1 : Gn−1
1 → G2 be an (n− 1)-multilinear map.

Publish : Each participant Ai pick an uniformly random integer ai ∈ [1, p − 1]

and computes gai ∈ G1. Each Ai broadcasts to all other entities the short-term

public value gai along with a certificate CertAi containing his long-term public key

and each Ai keeps ai secret. The ordering of protocol messages is unimportant

and any of the other entities can initiate the protocol.

Key generation : Each Ai verifies the authenticates he receives. If any check

fails, the protocol should be aborted. When no check fails, one of the following

possible session keys described below should be computed.

MAK key generation :

1. Type A (MAK-A)

The keys computed by the entities are :

KAi = en−1(ga1 , · · · , gai−1 , gai+1 · · · , gan)ai · en−1(gx1 , · · · , gxi−1 , gxi+1 , · · · , gxn)xi

= en−1(g, · · · , g)a1···an+x1···xn .

2. Type B-j (MAK B-j), (j = 1, · · · , n− 1)

The keys computed by the entities are :

KAi =
∏

(n−1
j )

i 6=i1,··· ,ij

en−1(ga1 , · · · , gxi1 , · · · , ĝai , · · · , gxij , · · · , gan)ai

·
∏

(n−1
j−1)

i 6=i1,··· ,ij−1

en−1(ga1 , · · · , gxi1 , · · · , ĝxi , · · · , gxij−1 , · · · , gan)xi

= en−1(g, · · · , g)
P(n

j)
ik 6=il

a1···xi1
···xij

···an

where ĝai , ĝxi are the terms which do not appear.

3. Type C (MAK-C)
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The keys computed by the entities are :

KAi = en−1(ga1+H(ga1‖gx1 )x1 , ga2+H(ga2‖gx2 )x2 , · · · , gai−1+H(gai−1‖gxi−1 )xi−1 ,

gai+1+H(gai+1‖gxi+1 )xi+1 , · · · , gan+H(gan‖gxn )xn)(ai+H(gai‖gxi )xi)

= en−1(g, · · · , g)(a1+H(ga1‖gx1 )x1)···(an+H(gan‖gxn )xn).

Protocols MAK-A and MAK B-j have originated from MTI protocols. Protocol

MAK-C has a root in the MQV protocol but avoids protocol’s unknown key share

weakness by using cryptographic hash function H. In each case, key generation

is role symmetric and each entity uses both short term and long term keys to

produce a unique shared secret key. No party has control over the resulting session

key. The communication of each protocol is identical using a single broadcast

per entity. However, the computation of MAK B-j requires more computation

compared to MAK-A. In MAK B-j, each entity takes
(
n
j

)
pairing calculations, but

MAK-A takes two pairing computations and MAK-C require only a single pairing

computation per entity. MAK-A and MAK B-(n−1) can exploit pre-computation

if entities know in advance with whom they will be sharing a key. In MAK-A, all

entities can pre-compute the term en−1(g, · · · , g)x1x2···xn and use this term until

the long term keys are expired. In case of MAK B-(n − 1), Ai can pre-compute

en−1(g, · · · , g)x1···ai···xn as long as the the short term key ai is available. Our MAK

protocols prevent man-in-the-middle attacks of the type introduced in the section

3.3. However, other forms of active attack can still occur. We consider such attacks

and also suggest how to prevent them in the following section.

5 Attacks on MAK Protocols

We present various attacks on our MAK protocols. These are mostly inspired by

earlier attacks on the two-party MTI protocols. Nevertheless some of the attacks

are preventable, and others require rather unrealistic scenarios, all of the attacks

are important since they determine the security attributes of our various protocols.

The summary of our security attributes is provided in Table 1.

5.1 Two Key-Compromise Attacks on MAK-A

We consider a very serious attack on MAK-A. It requires the adversary D to obtain

just a session key and one of the short-term secret keys used in a protocol run,
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and after which the adversary D is able to impersonate any of the other entities
in subsequent protocol runs. Since this attack does not require the adversary to

learn a long-term secret key, it is more severe than a key-compromise impersonation

attack.

The pre-requisites for the attack are the followings;
1. The adversary D, by eavesdropping on a protocol run, has obtained the

short-term public values ga2 , · · · , gan

2. The adversary D has also obtained the session key

KA1,··· ,An = en−1(g, g, · · · , g)a1···an+x1···xn

agreed in that protocol run.

3. The adversary D has also somehow acquired the short-term key ”a1” used
in that run.

The adversary D can evaluate KA1A2···An ·en−1(ga2 , · · · , gan)−a1 . D can imper-

sonate any of A1, A2, · · ·An−1 or An in subsequent protocol runs. She does this

simply by sending CertA1 ,CertA2 , · · · ,CertAn along with her chosen short-term
public value gδ. She can compute session keys agreed in subsequent protocol runs

since she knows en−1(g, g, · · · , g)x1x2···xn and δ was chosen by her. By symmetry,

this attack can be mounted once D is in possession of any short-term secret key.

This attack is prevented by using a hash function to perform key derivation.
Our MAK-A protocol fails to achieve the key-compromise impersonation at-

tribute, that is, if entity Ai discloses its long-term secret key xi then the adversary

D is not only able to impersonate Ai to any entity, but also can impersonate any

entity Aj to Ai, since in this event the adversary D is able to compute the value
en−1(g, · · · , g)x1x2···xn using xi and public data in Aj ’s (j 6= i) certificates. Session

key derivation is not helpful to resist this attack. However, the attacks do not ap-

pear to MAK B-j and MAK-C since the long-term key components are combined

with short-term key components in KA1···An .

5.2 Forward Security Weakness in MAK B-j (j = 1, 2, · · · , n− 1)

We say a protocol is not forward secure if the compromise of long-term secret keys

of one or more entities also allows an adversary to obtain session keys previously
established between honest entities. Both the protocols MAK-A and MAK-C

achieve perfect forward secrecy. Indeed if all n long-term secret keys are available
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to the adversary in MAK-A protocol, then extracting the session key KA1···An from
an old session key can be shown to be equivalent to solving the MDHP. The same

is true of MAK-C, because the key KA1···An agreed in that case also includes the

component en−1(g, g, · · · , g)a1a2···an . However, MAK B-j are not forward secure.

It is not hard to see that if the adversary obtains (n− j +1) long-term secret keys
in MAK B-j (j = 1, · · · , n− 1), then she can obtain old session key(assuming she

keeps a record of the public values ga1 , ga2 , · · · , gan). The protocols can be made

perfectly forward secure by using the key KA1···An · en(g, g, · · · , g)a1a2···an instead

of the key KA1···An . Of course, it needs some additional computational cost.

5.3 Unknown Key-Share Attacks

(1) Basic Source Substitution Attacks on MAK-A to MAK-C

This is a practical attack, which utilizes a potential registration weakness for public
keys to create fraudulent certificates. The attack scenario is the following: An

adversary D registers A’s public key µA1 as her own; i.e. µA1 = µD, CertD =

(ID ‖ µA1 ‖ g ‖ SCA(ID ‖ µA1 ‖g)). When A1 broadcasts a message ga1 ‖ CertA1

to A2, · · · , An, D intercepts the message and replaces ga1 ‖ CertD. Note that D

registered the A1’s long-term public key gx1 as her own without knowing the value

of x1. Therefore she cannot learn the key KA1···An . However A2, · · · , An accept

the key KA1···An and believe that they have agreed a key with D, when in fact they

have shared a key with A1. They will interpret any subsequent encrypted messages
emanating from A1 as coming from D. This basic source substitution attack is

usually prevented if CA does not allow two entities to register the same long-

term public key. However, this solution may not scale well to large or distributed

systems. The better solution follows.

(2) Second Source Substitution on MAK B-j

The adversary can attack protocols MAK B-j even if the CA does the previous
check. She obtains a CertD from the CA which contains a component µD which

is some power of µAi , and alters short-term keys in subsequent protocol messages

by appropriate multiples. As with the last attack, the adversary does not create

the shared key. She is able to fool other participants into believing messages came
from her rather than from honest participants Ai’s. We present in detail the attack

on MAK B-j.
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1. A1 sends ga1 ||CertA1 to DA2,··· ,An .

2. DA1 computes µDA1
= gδn−jx1 and registers µDA1

as part of her CertDA1
.

3. DA1 initiates a run of protocol MAK B-j by sending gδn−j−1a1 ||CertD to A2,

· · · , An.

4. Ai sends gai ||CertAi to D and Ak, k 6= i, k 6= 1, i = 2, 3, · · · , n.

5. Ai, i = 2, · · · , n computes

KDA1
A2···An =

∏

(n−1
j )

en−1(g, · · · , g)δn−jx1a2···xi1
···xij−1

an

·
∏

(n−1
j−1)

en−1(g, · · · , g)δn−j−1a1···xi1
···xij

···an .

6. DAi sends gδai ||CertAi to A1, i = 2, · · · , n.

7. A1 computes a key

KA1DA2···An
=

∏

(n−1
j )

en−1(g, · · · , g)δn−jx1a2···xi1
···xij−1

···an

·
∏

(n−1
j−1)

en−1(g, · · · , g)δn−j−1a1···xi1
···xij

···an .

8. Now D, forwarding A1’s messages encrypted under key KDA1
A2···An = KA1DA2···An

to A2, · · · , An, and fools them into believing that A1’s message come from her.

This attack does not seem to apply to MAK-A and MAK-C because of the

way in which long-term private key components are separated from the short-term

components in KA1,··· ,An in MAK-A and due to the use of a hash function in

MAK-C.

Unlike the unknown key share attack on the MQV protocol, the adversary in

our attack does not know his long term private key. Therefore all these source

substitution attacks are easily prevented if the CA insists that each registering

party provides a proof of possession of his private key when registering a public

key.

5.4 Known Session Key Attack on MAK-A

We now present a known session key attack on MAK-A that makes use of session

interleaving and message reflection. In the attack, D interleaves n sessions and

reflect message originating from A1 back to A1 in the different protocol runs. The
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result is that the session keys agreed in the n runs are identical. So D, upon

obtaining one of them, gets keys for (n− 1) subsequent sessions as well.

A1 is convinced to initiate n sessions with D:

Session S1 : A1 → DA2···An : ga11 ‖ CertA1 (S11)

Session S2 : A1 → DA2···An : ga12 ‖ CertA1 (S21)
...

Session Sn : A1 → DA2···An : ga1n ‖ CertA1 (Sn1)

D reflects and replays pretending to be A2, · · · , An, to complete session S1.

DAk
→ A1 : ga1k ‖ CertAk

(S1k), k = 2, 3, · · · , n.

Similarly the next (n-1) sessions are completed by DA2,··· ,An as follows.

DAk
→ A1 : ga1k+1 ‖ CertAk

(S2k), k = 2, 3, · · · , n, a1n+1 = a11.
...

DAk
→ A1 : ga1k+(n−2) ‖ CertAk

(Snk), k = 2, 3, · · · , n, a1n+i = a1i.

D now obtains the first session key en−1(g, · · · , g)a11a12···a1n+x1x2···xn . She knows

the keys for the next (n−1) sessions, as these are identical to the first session key.

This attack only works on MAK-A because of the symmetry of the short-term

components, and attacks of this type do not appear to apply to MAK B-j or

MAK-C.

5.5 Multilateral Attack on MAK B-(n− 1)

Our multilateral attack on MAK B-(n − 1) allows an adversary D(who has a

certificate CertD containing µD = g4) to compute a session key KA1···An previously

shared by the honest entities Ai(1 ≤ i ≤ n).

The attack is summarized as follows.

1. D eavesdrops to obtain ga11 , ga21 , · · · , gan1 from the session in which KA1···An =

en−1(g, · · · , g)(x1x2···xn−1)an1+···+(x2···xn)a11 is agreed among entities Ai(1 ≤ i ≤ n).

2. D initiates n-protocol runs. The first one is :

• 1st run(S1)

D → A2, · · · , An : ga11‖ CertD (S11)

A2 → D, A3, · · · , An : ga12‖ CertA2 (S12)

A3 → D, A2, A4, · · · , An : ga13‖ CertA3 (S13)
...
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An → D,A2, A3, · · · , An−1 : ga1n‖ CertAn (S1n)

The session key agreed is

KDA2A3···An = en−1(g, · · · , g)(4x2···xn−1)a1n+···+(4x3···xn−1xn)a12+(x2···xn)a11

• 2nd run(S2) :

D → A1, A3 · · · , An : ga21‖ CertD (S21)

A2 → D, A3, · · · , An : ga22‖ CertA1 (S22)

A3 → D, A1, A4, · · · , An : ga23‖ CertA3 (S23)
...

An → D,A1, A3, · · · , An−1 : ga2n‖ CertAn (S2n)

The session key agreed is

KA1DA3···An = en−1(g, · · · , g)α2

where α2 =(∆x1x3 · · ·xn−1)a2n+(∆x1x3 · · ·xn−2xn)a2n−1+· · ·+(∆x1x4 · · ·xn)a23

+(x1x3 · · ·xn)a22 + (∆x3 · · ·xn)a21.

In the final run,

• nth run(Sn) :

D → A1, A2 · · · , An−1 : gan1‖ CertD (Sn1)

A1 → D, A1, · · · , An−1 : gan2‖ CertA1 (Sn2)
...

An−1 → D, A1, A2, · · · , An−2 : gann−1‖ CertAn−1 (Snn)

The session key agreed is

KA1A2···An−1D = en−1(g, · · · , g)αn

where αn =(x1x2 · · ·xn−1)ann+(∆x1x2 · · ·xn−2)ann−1+· · ·+(∆x1x3 · · ·xn−1)an2

+(∆x2x3 · · ·xn−1)an1.

3. Therefore D can obtain the session key by computing

KA1A2···An = KDA2···An · en−1(g, · · · , g)−I1 ·KA1DA3···An · en−1(g, · · · , g)−I2 · · · ·
·KA1···An−1D · en−1(g, · · · , g)−In ,

where I1 = (∆x2 · · ·xn−1)a1n+(∆x2 · · ·xn−2xn)a1n−1+· · ·+(∆x3 · · ·xn−1xn)a12,

I2 = (∆x1x3 · · ·xn−1)a2n+(∆x1x3 · · ·xn−2xn)a2n−1+· · ·+(∆x1x4 · · ·xn)a23

+(∆x3 · · ·xn)a21, · · · · · · · · · and

In = (∆x1x2 · · ·xn−2)ann−1+· · ·+(∆x1x3 · · ·xn−1)an2+(∆x2 · · ·xn−1)an1.

This multilateral attack is possible because of the algebraic relationship between

the long and short term key components in KA1A2···An . It can be prevented using
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appropriate key derivation. This attack does not work on MAK-A and MAK
B − j(j = 1, 2, · · · , n − 2) because we can not isolate individual short term key
components. This type of attack is eliminated in MAK-C because of the binding
of each entity’s short and long-term key using a hash function.

5.6 Security summary

We examined attacks on our protocols heuristically through the section 5 and
suggested how to prevent them. Now we summarize the security attributes of our
protocols for given attacks. From the following table 1, we agree the protocol
MAK-C which requires hash function is the most preferable.

Table 1

MK(B & S) MAK-A MAK B-j(i) MAK-C
implicit key authentication No Yes Yes Yes
Known session key secure No No Yes Yes

Perfect forward secure n/a Yes No(ii) Yes
KC impersonation secure n/a No Yes Yes
Unknown key-share secure No Yes(iii) Yes(iii) Yes(iv)

<Comparison of security goals and attributes for one round MAK protocols>

(i) j = 1, · · · , n− 1
(ii) Not forward secure when (n− j + 1) long-term secret keys are compromised,
but still forward secure for a compromise of n− j or less such keys.
(iii) If the CA checks that public keys are only registered once, and if inconvenient
use (iv).
(iv) If the CA verifies that each user is in possession of the long-term secret key
corresponding to his public key.

6 Conclusions

We have constructed multi-party authenticated key agreement protocols from mul-
tilinear forms. We developed the protocols on theoretical basis since it is still open
problem to build efficiently computable multilinear forms. Our analysis tells that
MAK-C is the most secure, followed by MAK B-1, MAK B-2, · · · , MAK B-(n−1).
It is also desirable to develop appropriate models for security of conference key
agreement protocols and find multilinear-based protocols that are provably secure
in that setting. The work of ( [6], [7]) provides an excellent start in this direction.
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